This paper presents a whole body surface imaging system based on stereo vision technology. We have adopted a compact and economical configuration which involves only four stereo units to image the frontal and rear sides of the body. The success of the system depends on a stereo matching process that can effectively segment the body from the background in addition to recovering sufficient geometric details. For this purpose, we have developed a novel sub-pixel, dense stereo matching algorithm which includes two major phases. In the first phase, the foreground is accurately segmented with the help of a predefined virtual interface in the disparity space image, and a coarse disparity map is generated with block matching. In the second phase, local least squares matching is performed in combination with global optimization within a regularization framework, so as to ensure both accuracy and reliability. Our experimental results show that the system can realistically capture smooth and complete whole body shapes with high accuracy.
Introduction
In three-dimensional (3D) body surface imaging, the external shape of the human body is measured using non-contact optical techniques. This kind of technology is conventionally called body scanning, although there is no actual mechanical scanning process in some systems. Over the last two decades, a variety of body scanning systems [1, 2] have been developed, and a particular interest has been given to whole body scanning, which has covered a wide spectrum of applications, such as virtual clothing try-on and apparel mass customization [3] [4] [5] , anthropometric survey for new sizing standards [6] [7] [8] , realistic human animation [9, 10] , and body fat estimate in human body composition research [11] [12] [13] . Most of the existing systems use the laser scanning or structured light technologies. Detailed discussions of the underlying principles are available in some review articles. For example, Daanen and van de Water [14] provided an overview of eight whole body scanning systems. Istook and Hwang [4] reviewed major body scanning systems with focus on applications in the apparel industry. Lately, multiple-camera systems based on the visual hull method have been exploited to construct the human body from its silhouette images (e.g., [15] ).
Recently, we have developed a whole body surface imaging system based on stereo vision technology with a goal to improve portability and affordability and reduce data acquisition time. The basic unit of the system is a stereo head that consists of a pair of cameras and a projector. The two cameras are used to capture images from different perspectives, and the projector is used to cast a random speckle pattern onto the body to create an artificial texture. We have found that the number of stereo units can be reduced to four to provide sufficient data for surface reconstruction of the whole body. The compact configuration has made the system much more portable and affordable than current commercially available systems. Furthermore, images in the multiple cameras can be captured simultaneously so that data errors artifacts caused by slight body movement can be reduced dramatically.
However, the computation in stereo vision is complex and intensive. The challenge lies in stereo matching, which is to establish correct correspondence between two images. Stereo matching has been intensively investigated and remarkable progress has been made over the last three decades [16, 17] , but the research is still far from completion yet due to at least two important reasons. On one hand, there is no general solution for surfaces that differ in geometry and texture appearance in the scene. On the other hand, stereo vision is an application-oriented problem, and therefore objectives and requirements often vary across different systems. Thus, for a specific application, we need to choose or develop algorithms that best suit for its special requirements, such as the smoothness of the surface, the desired level of geometric details, the texture properties of the scene, the required density of data, and the time efficiency. It is worth noting that the complexity of computation can be reduced by illuminating the subject with a sequence of various projecting patterns. The hybrid of stereo vision and structured light would make stereo matching much easier and more reliable as demonstrated in [18] . However, multiple pattern projection would lose the advantage of instantaneous image acquisition and thus increase a chance of unacceptable inaccuracy in body measurement due to involuntary body movement.
This study focused on developing a novel sub-pixel, dense stereo matching algorithm for whole body surface reconstruction that is able to provide accurate and comprehensive body measurements for various applications. The algorithm is able to accurately segment the body from the background in addition to high precision in matching. Since stereo matching is the most critical factor in determining system performances, detailed description of the algorithm will be covered in this paper.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the system setup after a brief introduction to the principle of stereo vision. Section 3 describes details of the stereo matching algorithm. Experimental results are given in Section 4, which is followed by conclusions in Section 5.
Stereo vision system
The fundamental principle underlying a stereo vision system is passive optical triangulation as demonstrated in Fig. 1 , where a parallel-axis configuration is used to simplify the discussion. In this ideal configuration, the two image planes are parallel and equidistant to the baseline O l O r , where O l and O r are the optical centers of the left and right cameras. For an object point P, its space position can be determined by intersecting two rays O l p l ! and O r p r ! , where p l and p r are the projections of P in the left and right images, and are located in the same horizontal scanline. If the focal length f and the baseline length b are known, then the depth of P relative to the cameras can be obtained by triangulation,
where d = x r À x l is termed disparity, with x l and x r relative to the image centers C l and C r , respectively. During the construction of the whole body surface imaging system, the engineering factors of our major concern are cost, portability, and accuracy. To reduce the cost and shorten the duration of development, we have used off-the-shelf components including cameras and projectors. The basic unit of the system is a stereo head that consists of a pair of cameras and a projector. The projector is used to shed artificial texture onto the body, which will facilitate the process of stereo matching. Multiple stereo heads are needed for full body imaging. Our previous work on a rotary laser scanner [19] indicates that full body reconstruction can be made from two scanning units that are placed in the frontal and rear sides of the subject, respectively. A similar construction has been used in this study. However, two stereo heads are needed to cover each side of the body, due to the limited field of view of the cameras and projectors. Therefore, there are totally four stereo heads in the system. The setup is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The four stereo heads are mounted on two steady stands. Compared to some existing whole body scanners, the unique configuration of our system has greatly improved its affordability and portability.
A more specific description of the prototype system is given here. We have used four pairs of monochromatic CMOS cameras (Videre Design, Menlo Park, CA) with a resolution of 1280 Â 960. The focal length of the cameras is 12 mm. The baseline length is set as 9 mm. We have chosen NEC 575VT LCD projectors (NEC Corp., Tokyo, Japan) since they were one of the few types of portable ultra-short throw projector on the market at the initiation of this project. At a projection distance of 2.3 m, the image size is 1.5 m Â 1.15 m. Hence, when two such projectors are used together with a slight overlap, the field of view can be as large as 1.5 m Â 2.0 m, which is large enough for the majority of population. A personal computer is used to control the cameras and projectors. The cameras communicate with the computer via IEEE 1394 Firewire, and image acquisition can be completed in 200 ms. An NVIDIA GeForce 6500 dual-port graphics card is used to send a texture pattern to the projectors through a VGA hub (Gefen Inc., Woodland Hills, CA). All components are off-the-shelf and readily available.
Stereo matching algorithm

Overview
At this point, we assume the system has been calibrated, i.e., the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of each camera have been determined. We also suppose the images are perfectly rectified to abide by the parallel-axis geometry as shown in Fig. 1 . In this case, disparities only exist in the horizontal direction, which simplifies stereo matching to a one-dimensional searching problem.
Based on the system setup described in the last section, a stereo matching algorithm with sub-pixel precision is needed to recover sufficient geometric details of the body. Additionally, because the system has been designed to capture the frontal and rear views of the body only, some portions of the body are invisible to the cameras. To deal with this issue, we have developed a surface reconstruction algorithm [20] that is capable of filling in the gaps in 3D data caused by occlusions. However, if the boundaries of the body in each view cannot be accurately located, it will be difficult to recover the surface from incomplete data. Fig. 1 . Triangulation geometry in parallel-axis stereo vision.
Camera
Projector Fig. 2 . Schematic of the stereo vision system. Fig. 3 presents a flowchart for the developed stereo matching algorithm which involves two major phases. In the first phase, foreground objects are accurately segmented from the background of the scene based on the matching costs and a predefined socalled virtual interface, and meanwhile, a disparity map with integer-pixel precision is computed. In the second phase, the disparity map is iteratively refined to reach sub-pixel precision with local least squares matching followed by global optimization. Details of the algorithm are explained below.
Matching cost
The first consideration in developing a matching algorithm is to choose a proper matching metric (similarity or dissimilarity measure between two corresponding pixels). Let I l (x, y) and I r (x, y) be the left and right intensity images, respectively, and the left image is taken as the reference image. To take into account unbalanced exposure, gain and contrast of the camera pair as observed in our experiments, we have used normalized cross-correlation (NCC) as the similarity measure, which is defined as qðx; y; dÞ ¼ 
where W(x, y) is a correlation window around (x, y) with a total pixel number N, and I l ðx; yÞ (I r ðx; yÞ) and r l (x, y) (r r (x, y)) are the local mean and standard deviation of intensity for the left (right) image. The normalization in the local mean and standard deviation makes NCC less sensitive to photometric distortions [18, 21] . Based on q(x, y, d), the cost function can be defined by Cðx; y; dÞ ¼ 1 À qðx; y; dÞ:
defined in the whole image space and at each possible disparity; this trivariate function is usually termed the disparity space image (DSI) [17] . For the sake of conciseness, we will also denote the cost function as C p (d) with p being a pixel.
Foreground segmentation
In this study, foreground segmentation is related to a class of matching algorithms called layered stereo [22] [23] [24] , which has received attention lately because it is more effective in dealing with occlusions and discontinuities in the scene. Nevertheless, these existing methods almost exclusively rely on color segmentation. For our application, the natural appearance of the scene is eclipsed by the projection of artificial texture, which makes it difficult to perform segmentation from color, contrast, or texture. However, we can take advantage of enhanced stereo cues, since artificial texture would reduce ambiguity in stereo matching.
Definition of the energy function
The problem of foreground segmentation can be formalized in the framework of energy minimization. Let P denote the pixel set of the reference image. We define L = {F, B} as a label set with F and B representing the foreground and background, respectively. Then the goal is to find a segmentation (or labeling) f(P)´L that minimizes an energy function E(f) defined on a given stereo image pair I l and I r . The energy function E(f) usually consists of two terms [25] ,
where N & P Â P is the set of all neighboring pixel pairs; D p (f p ) is derived from the input images that measures the cost of assigning the f p to the pixel p; and V p,q (f p , f q ) imposes the spatial coherence of the labeling between the neighboring pixels p and q.
Here we derive D p (f p ) from the disparity space image C p (d). First, we assume the disparity space can be divided into two subspaces: the foreground space and the background space that contain the object and the background, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4 . We assume there exists a virtual interface between the two subspaces, which is denoted by d * (P). Now we define C 
However, the above definition is invalid for pixels that cannot be matched. It usually occurs at occlusions, but can also happen in textureless regions that are usually caused by shadows in our system. For the unmatched pixels, we assign constants to the 
Here we set C B O < C F O to favor the background, since we assume that occlusions and shadows exist in the background. Now the problem becomes to compute the disparity space image C p (d), to determine the virtual interface d * (P), and to detect unmatched pixels. The computation of the C p (d) is straightforward and can be expedited by the box filtering [21] or running sum algorithm [26] , both of which has a time complexity that is independent of the size of matching window.
In most cases, the d * (P) is not available, since we usually lack the prior knowledge about the structure of the scene. But fortunately, for the body imaging system, the virtual interface can be well defined based on the system configuration, which will be described in the next subsection. For the moment, we assume that the d * (P) has been determined.
To detect unmatched pixels, we use some conventional methods based on block matching. In block matching, the disparity for each pixel is obtained by searching the minimum in the DSI, i.e.,
which is equivalent to searching the correlation peak according to Eq. (3). However, false matches can occur, because disparities are undefined at occlusions, and matching also may fail in other regions due to image noise, geometric distortion, or insufficient texture. We will take the false matches as unmatched. Three criteria are used for deciding a good match. First, the variation of intensity in the matching window should be above a threshold r t , otherwise the definition of NCC (and thus the matching cost) is unstable. Secondly, the correlation value should be greater than a threshold q t . Thirdly, the match should pass the left-right check, which means it is also related to a correlation peak if we take the right image as the reference. There is a tradeoff in setting the parameters r t and q t : the larger they are, the more confident we are in decided good matches, but the chance of missing good matches will also increase. Ideally, r t should be set above the noise level of image, and q t should be determined by such factors as noise level, degree of perspective distortion, size of matching window, and accuracy of image rectification. But in practice, it is hard to optimize these parameters by incorporating the above-mentioned factors, so in our experiments, they are set empirically. Now we consider the spatial coherence term in Eq. (4). Since there are only two states in the label space L, the Potts model [25] can be used, i.e.,
In the eight-neighborhood system, we set b p,q = b 0 if p and q are horizontal or vertical neighbors, and b p;q ¼ b 0 ffiffi 2 p if they are diagonal neighbors.
Virtual interface
The success of the segmentation technique depends on a correct definition of the virtual interface that partitions the disparity space into the foreground and background subspaces. Here we describe how to determine the virtual interface for the developed stereo vision system based on the effective imaging volume, which is defined as the volume in which the body can be fully captured by the system. It is located in between the two imaging stands as shown in Fig. 2 . According to the optical geometry of the system and the body sizes of the majority of population, the dimensions of the effective imaging volume is set as 1200 mm Â 2000 mm Â 800 mm (width Â height Â depth), as illustrated in Fig. 5 . The origin of the world coordinate system, O w , is at the center of the floor plane of the volume, and the positive Z w -axis points to the frontal stereo heads. The space within the volume should be clear except the subject during imaging, and any external object should be ignored by the matching algorithm. Thus, we can use the virtual walls of the volume to divide the 3D space into the foreground and background. In practice, the two side walls are not required because objects beyond them are invisible to the cameras. The necessary floor, roof, front and rear walls are indexed from 0 to 3 in Fig. 5 . For each stereo head, three of them are applied to segment the foreground from the background. For example, the floor, roof and rear walls are used for the frontal stereo heads.
Nevertheless, we need to convert the interface in the 3D space to the virtual interface in the disparity space. The problem is essentially how to compute the disparity map of a 3D plane. It is well known that a 3D plane in general induces a homography between the two image planes in stereo vision [27, 28] . A specific solution for the parallel-axis stereo vision is derived as follows.
In Fig. 6 , the 3D plane P is defined in the left camera coordinate system with the normal n and the perpendicular distance s from the origin O l . Let X l and X r be the left and right camera coordinates respectively of an arbitrary point P in P. For the parallel-axis stereo geometry, the two camera coordinate systems are related by,
which is the homograph matrix associated with P. coordinates of the projections of the point P in the left and right image planes, respectively. According to the perspective projection, we have kx l ¼ X l , and kx r ¼ X r , where k is a scalar value. Then by replacing X l and X r in Eq. (10), we obtaiñ By combining Eqs. (11) and (12), we have
As a result, we can compute the disparity by
In practice, it is more convenient to define the plane P in the global world coordinate system O w -X w Y w Z w as described in Fig. 5 , and then transform it to each individual camera coordinate system according to the camera extrinsic parameters.
Energy minimization
Belief propagation [29, 30] and graph-cuts [25, 31, 32] are among the state-of-the-art methods to solve labeling problems in computer vision. However, belief propagation can only provide approximate solution when there are loops in the graph (such as a twodimensional image), even if the label space is binary [33] . In contrast, exact minimum of the energy can be obtained by graph-cuts for a binary segmentation problem [34] . Thus, we use graph-cuts to perform the energy minimization of Eq. (4).
Let G = hV, Ei be a weighted graph. The set V contains the nodes that correspond to the pixel set P and two additional nodes called terminals (the source s and the sink t). The nodes are connected by the edges in the set E.
In construction of the graph for our application, we let s represent the foreground (F), and t be the background (B). As shown in Fig. 7 , for each node that is associated to a pixel, say p, we connect it to s and t, and denote the edges as e 
It is easy to see that the sum of the first two terms in c(S|T) corresponds to the first term of the energy function in Eq. (4), and the third term in c(S|T) corresponds to the second term of the energy function. Therefore, the cut S|T is equivalent to a labeling f, and c(S|T) = E(f). As a result, to minimize the energy function is equivalent to searching for a cut with the minimum cost. According to the theorem of Ford and Fulkerson [35] , the minimum cut problem can be solved by computing the maximum flow from the source to the sink. Some implementations of the maximum flow algorithms with polynomial complexities are available in the public domain [25, 31] .
Once the foreground is segmented, its pixels are assigned a disparity based on Eq. (7). However, the obtained disparity map can be noisy. A median filter [36] is used to quench the impulse noise. Furthermore, a morphological close operator [37] is used to smooth the contour.
Disparity refinement
So far, the disparity map takes discrete values, from which the reconstructed surface will appear as staircases. A disparity refinement process is needed to achieve sub-pixel precision. One of the standard methods is fitting a curve (e.g., parabolic [21] or Gaussian curve [38] ) to the matching costs defined at discrete values. However, the curve fitting technique suffers from systematic error called ''pixel-locking" effect in which disparity values are pulled towards integers [38] . Some research efforts have been made to address this problem. For example, Shimizu and Okutomi [39] attempted to reduce the bias by performing additional curve fitting on matching costs defined at half-pixel locations. Nehab et al. [40] suggested symmetric refinement by fitting a parametric surface over a 2D neighborhood of the matching cost function. Stein et al. [41] proposed an iterative refinement method that is essentially based on Lucas-Kanade algorithm [42] .
It should be noted that the aforementioned improvements are all focused on reducing the ''pixel-locking" effect and make disparity refinement on each individual pixel independently. However, in practice, like all other local methods, the refined disparity map is prone to be noisy. Thus, it is necessary to take into account spatial coherence during disparity updating.
Here we have developed a method that iteratively performs disparity refinement at a global level within a regularization framework [43, 44] . There are two steps in each iteration: local estimation and global optimization. For the first step, the amount of update is estimated locally for each pixel. The estimation can be made by minimizing the matching cost function defined in Eq. where d is the current disparity value, and dd is the amount to be updated. However, the process is difficult since the correlation function q is highly nonlinear. Although it is possible to perform linearization of q with first-order approximation, the computation is still extensive. So instead, we will apply the sum of squared differences (SSD) as the matching cost as in Lucas-Kanade algorithm [42] . If the SSD takes into account the gain and bias factors between cameras, it is essentially equivalent to normalized cross-correlation. Now the matching cost is defined as C SSD ðx; y; dÞ ¼ X ðu;vÞ2Wðx;yÞ ðI r ðu þ d; vÞ À ðaI l ðu; vÞ þ bÞÞ
where a and b are the gain and bias factors, respectively. Here we assume the disparity is constant within the matching window W. But this assumption is generally not true except for frontal-parallel surfaces. To allow the disparity to vary within the window, we first warp the right image based on the current disparity map, I r ðx; yÞ ¼ I r ðx þ dðx; yÞ; yÞ:
To estimate dd, a and b, we define an error function withÎ r based on the SSD, is the intensity gradient of the warped right image.
This is a classic least squares problem. To minimize e 2 (p) is equivalent to solve the normal equations,
where A = P a T a, and b = À P I r a. We have described how to estimate dd at each pixel. Now we show how to update the disparity map at a global level. First, an energy function is defined by EðdÞ ¼
Z Z
ðdðx; yÞ Àdðx; yÞÞ
whered is the local estimate of the disparity, and d x , d y are the disparity gradients. The first term in the equation measures the consistency with the local estimation, and the second term imposes smoothness constraints on the solution. k is called the regularization parameter that weighs the smoothness term.
For the nth iteration, we setd where (i, j) is the discrete coordinates of a pixel in the image plane I, and the discrete gradients are computed using the forward difference. Minimizing the energy function yields
for each pixel p whose number of neighboring pixels is k p = |N(p)|. 
Since P is a sparse, positive, symmetric matrix, the solution can be searched efficiently using the conjugate gradient method [45] .
Experimental results and discussion
Qualitative evaluation
The stereo vision system has been used to capture both static objects and human subjects for performance evaluation. The cameras were carefully calibrated using the techniques described in [46] , and the images were rectified prior to stereo matching. The same set of parameters was used throughout the test, as listed in Table 1 . The virtual interface in the disparity space was created for each stereo head according to its calibration parameters. The results on the four views of a human subject are shown in Fig. 8 , where the rectified image pair is shown in (a) and (b); the coarse and refined disparity maps are shown in (c) and (d), respectively; and to better evaluate the performance of object segmentation, the refine disparity map has been overlaid onto the reference (left) image as shown in (e). The disparities are coded with the standard cold-to-hot color mapping that corresponds to ''far-to-close" to the cameras. Note that the images and disparity maps have been rotated 90°clockwise for better display. The results show that the algorithm is capable of recovering geometric details and is effective in foreground segmentation even if the background is non-static and relatively complex.
A disparity map can be easily converted into a 3D point cloud by Eq. (1), and then a complete 3D surface model can be reconstructed by merging point clouds from all four stereo heads. A deviation from a perfect alignment between the upper and lower stereo heads often exists, and a slight separation in the overlapping regions of the point clouds may occur as shown in Fig. 9 . Thus, a smooth weighting function [47] is applied to fuse the upper and lower data sets prior to converting them to a single mesh.
The surface reconstruction algorithm [20] developed in our previous study for a two-view body scanner was slightly modified to be used in this project. In this method, a 3D model is reconstructed Table 1 Parameters for the test of stereo matching.
Parameter Description
Window size of NCC r t = 1.0
Threshold of the variation of intensity for detecting unmatched pixels q t = 0.6
Threshold of NCC for detecting unmatched pixels Radius of the circular structural element in the morphological close operator for smoothing the contours of foreground objects N Iter = 15
Number of iterations in disparity refinement
Window size of SSD in disparity refinement k = 10.0
Regularization parameter in disparity refinement by fitting a subdivision surface to the raw data. It has been verified that the algorithm is effective in creating a smooth surface with automatic gap closing. To demonstrate the performance of the whole body imaging system, some reconstructed body models with various shapes and sizes are shown in Fig. 10 , where the first model corresponds to the subject in Fig. 8 . The results indicate the system can realistically capture smooth and natural whole body shapes.
Quantitative analysis
To quantitatively estimate the matching precision, a planar surface target was placed at the center of the effective imaging volume and imaged by one of the stereo heads. A region with a size of around 250 mm Â 200 mm was used for surface fitting, and the residual errors were used as a measure of matching precision. The results are displayed in Fig. 11 . The standard deviation of the residual errors is about 0.7 mm, which provides an estimate of depth resolution of the system.
To evaluate the overall accuracy of the system, it was tested on a mannequin, which is a size-12 Wolf body form widely used for apparel design. A MyoTape body tape measure (AccuFitness, LLC, Greenwood Village, CO) was used to measure the waist and hip circumferences, and an anthropometer (Lafayette Instrument Company, Lafayette, IN) was used to measure the depth and breadth of the waist. The waist and hip were located according to the criteria as indicated in Fig. 12 . The mannequin was imaged 10 times with repositioning in a given hour period. The waist and hip circumferences, and waist breadth and depth were measured on 3D data automatically, and the results were compared to those obtained with manual methods. As shown in Table 2 , although there were significant differences in three of the four measures, the differences were very small. The difference in hip circumference was relatively large because it was difficult to determine the location consistently.
Lastly, the time complexity of the stereo matching algorithm was considered. The test was carried out on a personal computer with an AMD Athlon TM 2.0 GHz dual-core CPU and 1.0 G RAM. Because, in principle, the computation for the four stereo heads can been undertaken in parallel, we can take advantage of the multithreading function of a multi-core CPU to improve the time efficiency by simply separating the problem into a thread per stereo pair for computing the disparity maps. In our system, two pairs of images can be matched simultaneously, and it takes about 80 s to complete the computation for a full set (four pairs) of images.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a stereo vision system for whole body surface imaging. The system consists of four stereo units to cover the frontal and rear views of the body. The off-theshelf components, the fast image-acquisition method, and the robust two-phase stereo matching algorithm have made the system highly portable, reliable and economical. The experimental results have shown that the system can realistically capture whole body shapes with high accuracy. The portability and low cost of the system make it promising for applications such as a large-scale anthropometric survey to collect body dimensions for apparel design and human engineering, and routine use in clinical settings and health clubs for body composition assessment. Note: The P-values were from t tests.
